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The stories behind a family business that is created by a passion or interesting
event that has influenced someone in a family to start what they did is always worth
retelling. 3HAC is one of those great tales of a family that created its commercial
and residential air conditioning service business from creative talents.

(Newswire.net—February 16, 2013) Carrollwood, FL—A business like air conditioning or
hvac is not always so interesting but with unique interests and a bloodline that traces a

trigger that occurred to keep the business what it is today, is pretty interesting.  People always want to know, how it
happened and what sparked the fire to create the passion in the belly of the heart to keep it going through good times
and bad. 

3HAC is headed by Brian Hebert, who tells the amazing tale of his father, who is an inventor and has always
maintained an interest in making things better and more interesting, but most importantly, finding methods to improve
lives.  Air conditioning can certainly be classified in that area of comfort where it improves the quality of life for so
many. 

Perhaps many take it for granted but without the simple switch, what would life be like for so many without that blast
of Freon?  Brian Hebert tells some interesting stories of how he grew up and was always pretty handy, but the
creativity was and still is a large part of his dad’s day to day dedication.  His never ending quest to find easier and
cheaper ways to solve problems while also maintaining  an environmentally conscious mind is certainly at the fore of
his passion.

3HAC services homes and businesses in Greater Tampa including Carrollwood, Lutz, Temple Terrace, and Brandon. 
They install and service air conditioning and heating units and maintain their clients through a customer satisfaction
quotient that is unprecedented in the industry.  3HAC works at their service and prides itself on educating its clients
to understand what they are receiving in service and parts and how they can take a long term approach to
understanding how to most efficiently run their ac units.  This in and of itself is unique in maintaining full transparency
for their clients that builds trust and loyalty as long term relationships are continually forged.  Contact 3HAC at:       
(813) 979-4208    http://www.3hac.com   
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